This manuscript uses machine learning techniques to exploit baseball pitchers' decision making, so-called "Baseball IQ," by modeling the at-bat information, pitch selection and counts, as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Each state of the MDP models the pitcher's current pitch selection in a Markovian fashion, conditional on the information immediately prior to making the current pitch. This includes the count prior to the previous pitch, his ensuing pitch selection, the batter's ensuing action and the result of the pitch.
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To show the practical utility of the approach, we introduce a spatial component that classifies each pitcher's pitch-types using a batter-parameterized spatial trajectory for each pitch. We found that heuristically labeled "nonelite" batters benefit from using the exploited pitchers' pitcher-specific strategies, whereas (also heuristically labeled) "elite" players do not.
Introduction.
"Good pitching will always stop good hitting and vice-versa."
-Casey Stengel
Getting a hit off of a major league pitcher is one of the hardest tasks in all of sports. Consider the fact that a batter in possession of detailed knowledge of a pitcher's processes for determining pitches to throw would have a large advantage for exploiting that pitcher to get on base [Stallings, Bennett and American Baseball Coaches Association (2003) ]. Pitchers apparently reveal an enormous amount of information regarding their behaviour through their historical game data [Bickel (2009)] . However, making effective use of this data is challenging.
This manuscript uses statistical and machine learning techniques to: (i) represent specific pitcher and general pitching behaviour by Markov processes whose transition probabilities are estimated, (ii) generate optimal batting strategies against these processes, both in the general and pitcherspecific sense, (iii) evaluate those strategies on data not used in their creation, (iv) investigate the implication of the strategies on pitcher exploitability, and (v) establish the viability of the use of algorithmically/empiricallyderived batting strategies in real-world settings. These goals are accomplished by a detailed analysis of two seasons of US Major League Baseball pitch-by-pitch data.
Parsimony assumptions are necessary to appropriately represent a pitcher's behaviour. For each pitcher, it is assumed that their pitch behaviour is stochastic and governed by one-step Markovian assumptions on the pitch count. Specifically, each of the twelve unique nonterminal states of the pitch count are modeled as a Markov process. It is further assumed that the relevant transition probabilities can be estimated by data of observed pitch selections at the twelve unique pitch counts. It should be noted that the transition could be estimated for a particular pitcher based on their historical data, or historical data for a representative collection of pitchers to investigate general pitching behaviour.
It is herein demonstrated that a pitcher's decisions can be exploited by a data-informed batting strategy that takes advantage of their mistakes at each pitch count in the at-bat. To elaborate, if indeed a pitcher's behaviour is well modeled by a Markov process on the pitch count, a batter informed of the relevant transition probabilities is presented with a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to swing or stay at a given pitch count. Optimal batting strategies for MDPs can be found by a Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithm. RL is a subset of artificial intelligence for finding (Value Iteration) and evaluating (Policy Evaluation) optimal strategies in stochastic settings governed by Markov processes. It has been used successfully in sports gamesmanship, via the study of offensive play calling in American football [Patek and Bertsekas (1996) ]; see Section 5.3.3 for further discussion. The RL Value Iteration algorithm applied to the pitcher-specific Markov transition probabilities yields a pitcher-specific batting strategy. In the event that the Markov transition probabilities were estimated from a representative collection of pitchers, a general optimal batting strategy would result from RL Value Iteration.
An important component of the development of optimal batting strategy is their evaluation. To this end, RL Policy Evaluation is used to investigate the performance of batting strategies on pitcher-specific and general Markov transition probabilities estimated from data not used in the RL Value Iteration algorithm to develop the strategies. A schematic of the analysis pipeline is given in Figure 1 .
In addition to evaluating the batting strategies on new data, comparison of the performance of the pitcher-specific and general batting strategies yields important information on the utility of an optimal, data-informed batting strategy against a specific pitcher. To this point, a pitcher has been exploited if Policy Evaluation suggests that the pitcher-specific optimal batting strategy against them is superior to the general optimal batting strategy, with their difference or ratio estimating the degree of exploitability. The term "exploited" is used in the sense that an opposing batter would be well served in carefully studying that pitcher's historical data, rather than executing a general strategy.
Given this framework, it is possible to investigate hypotheses on general pitcher exploitability using permutation tests. However, the nature of the tests requires assumptions on the direction of the alternative. Under the assumption that all pitchers are not equally exploitable, the hypothesis that pitchers can be exploited more than 50% of the time can be investigated. This hypothesis was not rejected at a 5% error rate. Under the assumption that all pitchers are equally exploitable, the hypothesis was rejected. It is our opinion that the assumption of unequal exploitability is better suited for baseball's at-bat setting (see Section 2.4). Thus, this manuscript is the first to provide statistical evidence in support of strategizing against specific pitchers instead of a group of pitchers.
To highlight the utility of an optimal pitcher-specific batting strategy for an exploitable pitcher, a data-driven validation was conceived. This validation associates spatial trajectories with the pitch-type that was employed. The spatial component is a classifier that estimates the pitch-type of a batter-parameterized spatial trajectory after training over the respective pitcher's actual pitch trajectories. The estimated pitch-type selects the batting action from the exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy (Section 4.2; the schematic diagram outlining this process is provided in Figure 4) . The simulation therefore uses the spatial and strategic component to realistically simulate a batter's performance when facing an exploited pitcher. The batter's actual and simulated statistics when facing the respective pitcher are then compared using typical baseball statistics.
It was found that heuristically-labeled "elite" batters' simulated statistics are worse than their actual statistics. However, it was also found that the (also heuristically-labeled) "nonelite" 2 batters' simulated statistics were greatly improved from their actual statistics. The simulation results suggest that an exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific strategies are useful for nonelite batters.
The manuscript is laid out as follows: The section immediately following this paragraph provides a very brief demonstration of Reinforcement Learning algorithms to help stimulate understanding, Section 2 discusses the strategic component, which applies Reinforcement Learning algorithms to Markov processes to compute and evaluate the respective batting strategies, and Section 3 discusses the spatial component, which simulates a specific batter's performance using an exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy. Section 4 provides the methodology used to produce the results given in Section 5.
Reinforcement Learning tutorial. Reinforcement Learning focuses on the problem of decision-making facing uncertainty, which are settings where the decision-maker (agent) interacts with a new, or unfamiliar, environment. The agent continually interacts with the environment by selecting actions, where the environment then responds to these actions and presents new scenarios to the agent [Sutton and Barto (1998) ]. This environment also provides rewards, which are numerical values that act as feedback for the action selected by the agent in the environment. At time-unit t, the agent is given the environment's state s t ∈ S, and selects action a t ∈ A(s t ), where A(s t ) is the set of all possible actions that can be taken at state s t . Selecting this action increments the time-unit, giving the agent a reward of r t+1 and also causing it to transition to state s t+1 . Reinforcement Learning methods focus on how the agent changes its decision-making as a consequence of its experiment in the respective environment. The agent's goal is to use its knowledge of the environment to maximize its reward over the long run. Specifying the environment therefore defines an instance of the Reinforcement Learning problem [Sutton and Barto (1998) ] that can be studied further.
GridWorld (Figure 2 ) is a canonical example that illustrates how Reinforcement Learning algorithms can be applied to various settings. In this example, there are four equiprobable actions that can be taken at each square (state): left, right, up and down, where each action is selected at random Any action taken at either square A or B yields a reward of +10 and +5, respectively, and transports the user to square A ′ or B ′ , respectively. For all other squares, a reward of 0 is given for actions that do not result in falling off the grid, where the latter outcome results in a reward of −1.
The negative values in the lower parts of the grid demonstrate that the expected reward of square A is below its immediate reward because after we are transported to square A ′ , we are likely to fall off the grid. Conversely, the expected reward of square B is higher than its immediate reward because after we are transported to square B ′ , the possibility of running off the grid is compensated for by the possibility of running into square A or B [Sutton and Barto (1998) ].
Employing Reinforcement Learning algorithms in various real-world settings allows us to "balance" the immediate and future rewards afforded by the outcomes at each state with their respective probabilities. This approach enables the computation of a sequence of actions, or policy, that maximize the immediate reward while considering the consequences of these actions.
Strategic component-Reinforcement Learning in baseball (RLIB).
2.1. Markov processes. Let {X (t) } be a Markov process with finite state space S = {E 1 , . . . , E n } where the states represent pitch counts. We assume stationary transition probabilities. That is, p E k →E j = P (X (t) = E j |X (t−1) = E k ) for E j , E k ∈ S is the same for all t [Feller (1968) ]. Figure 3 displays the Markov transition diagram omitting the absorbing states (hit, out and walk).
We define optimal policies as a set of actions that maximize the expected reward at every state in a Markov process. Conditioning on a batter's action at a state yields the probability distribution for the immediate and future state. Since the at-bat always starts from the s 0 = {0, 0} state, the long-term reward is defined as
where:
• {s t } is the sequence of states, or pitch counts, in the state space S visited by the batter for the respective at-bat. We define the set of terminal states-that is, states that conclude the at-bat-as E = {O, S, D, T, HR, W} ⊂ S, where O, S, D, T, HR, W are abbreviations for Out, Single, Double, Triple, Home Run and Walk, respectively. • π = {u 0 , . . . , u T } is the best batting strategy that contains the batting actions that maximize the expected reward of every state. Since the batter can Swing or Stand at each state, it follows that u = Swing or u = Stand for each nonterminal state. Fig. 3 . Our view of an at-bat as a Markov process, where each oval denotes the state {B, S} in the at-bat, where B and S are the number of balls and strikes, respectively, arrows represent transitions, and t is the time unit that is the number of pitches thrown in the respective at-bat. Asterisks denote that some states at the respective time-unit are still valid transitions at higher time-units-that is, if a batter fouls off a pitch at t = 3 in the {1, 2} pitch count, they will still be in this state at t = 4. We omit the terminal (absorbing) states for neatness.
• g(s t , u t , s t+1 ) is the reward function whose output reflects the batter's preference of transitioning to state s t+1 when selecting the best batting action u t from state s t . The reward function used in our study is
if j = {S} and u = Swing, 3, if j = {D} and u = Swing, 4, if j = {T} and u = Swing, 5, if j = {HR} and u = Swing
Further information on our formulation of the reward function can be found in Section 5.3.1.
Equation (1) can be viewed as the maximized expected reward of state {0, 0} when following batting strategy π, which is comprised of actions that maximize the expected reward over all of the at-bats {s t } given as input [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) ]. Fig. 4 . Illustration of the two-stage process of computing and evaluating the batting strategy that is computed over the input training data. This strategy is then given as input, along with the test data's transition probability matrix P Test , to the Policy Evaluation algorithm, which outputs the expected rewards for each state when following batting strategy π.
To find the batting actions that comprise the best batting strategy, we find the batting action u that satisfies the optimal expected reward function for state i [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) ]:
where P Training u (i, j) is an estimated probability of transitioning from state i to j when selecting batting action u on the pitch-by-pitch data and J * (i) is the maximized expected reward of state i when selecting the action u that achieves this maximum.
The Value Iteration algorithm, shown in Figure 5 , solves for the batting actions that satisfy equation (2). Intuitively, the algorithm keeps iterating until the state's reward function is close to its optimal reward function J * , where in the limit J * = lim k→∞ J k (i) ∀i ∈ S [Patek and Bertsekas (1996) ]. The algorithm terminates upon satisfying the convergence criterion ∆ < ε, where ε = 2.22 × 10 −16 is the machine-epsilon predefined in the MATLAB programming language; this epsilon ensures that the reward functions of each state have approximately 15-16 digits of precision.
The Policy Evaluation algorithm, shown in Figure 6 , uses the best batting strategy π on a different season of the respective pitcher's pitch-by-pitch data to calculate the expected reward of each state in the at-bat, given by
where J π (i) is the expected reward of state i when following the batting strategy π. Algorithm 2.1: Value Iteration(P Training , g, S, U ) The transition probability matrices estimated via the training and test data, represented by P Training (2) and (3), respectively, are the transition probabilities used by Value Iteration and Policy Evaluation to compute and evaluate, respectively, the best batting strategy, π. The batting strategies are estimated against probability transitions matrices computed from either a population of at-bats for one season of a single pitcher's data (pitcher-specific batting strategy) or one season of a population of pitchers' data (general batting strategy; see Section 4.1). Policy Evaluation therefore allows a quantitative comparison of the pitcherspecific and general batting strategies, π p and π g , on the same transition probabilities representing the pitcher's decision-making. Equation (3) shows that the {0, 0} state's expected reward, denoted by J({0, 0}), requires the expected reward of every other state to be calculated first. It follows that J({0, 0}) is the expected reward of the entire at-bat. Thus, a pitcher is exploited if and only if J π p ({0, 0}) ≥ J π g ({0, 0}) [Sutton and Barto (1998) ] (see Section 2.4).
2.2. Models. The generality of the Markov process allows us to propose models with various degrees of resolution, which depends on the number of phenomena considered at each state. Below we outline two models of information resolution as useful starting points.
Simple RLIB (SRLIB).
Initially, we represented a pitcher's decisions by conditioning the pitch outcome (reflected by the future pitch count) on the batter's action at the previous pitch count. SRLIB therefore has n = |S S ∩ E c | = 12 nonterminal states
Complex RLIB (CRLIB).
CRLIB conditions the pitcher's selected pitch-type at the current pitch count on both the pitch-type and batting actions at the previous pitch count.
We observed that the MLB GameDay system gave as many as 8 pitchtypes for one pitcher. We therefore generalized pitch-types to four categories: fastball-type, curveball/changeup, sinking/sliding, and knuckleball/unknown pitches. Assuming the set of pitch-types is T , our abstraction admits at most four pitch-types for every pitcher-that is, |T | ≤ 4.
The inclusion of pitch-types results in state space S C = {S S ∩ E c } × T ∪ E, where every nonterminal state incorporates the four pitch-types at each pitch count, giving n = |{S S ∩ E c } × T | = 48 nonterminal states,
We represent the expected reward of the {0, 0} state as the weighted average over the expected rewards of the four pitch types associated with the {0, 0} state: . The pitcher-specific and general strategies, denoted by π p and π g , respectively, computed on SRLIB and CRLIB for the 2009 season. CRLIB's pitcher-specific batting strategy for Roy Halladay had an empty second and fourth row because the MLB GameDay system reported he did not throw any Sinking/sliding or Knuckleball/unknown type pitches in the training data; a similar argument holds for the general batting strategy's fourth row.
where K t i is the number of times pitch-type t i was thrown in the test data and K is the total number of pitches in the test data.
Illustration of batting strategies.
We now illustrate the batting strategies that are produced by either SRLIB or CRLIB, respectively. As shown in Figure 7 , SRLIB and CRLIB have n-dimensional and (n × 4)-dimensional batting strategies, respectively. The action at each state is represented by a binary value corresponding to Stand (0) and Swing (1).
For the strategies given in Figure 7 , CRLIB/SRLIB's pitcher-specific batting strategy exploited Roy Halladay on the 2010 test data. However, only CRLIB exploits Halladay on the 2008 test data, presumably because it incor-porates information about his pitch selection, as it is believed that pitchers often rely on their "best pitches" in specific pitch counts. For example: If Halladay throws a fastball in the {2, 2} pitch count, π p SRLIB selects the batting action u = Stand, whereas π p CRLIB selects u = Swing. In comparison to the SRLIB model, we see that the inclusion of pitch type gives the CRLIB model an enriched representation that can improve a batter's opportunity of reaching base.
2.4.
Comparing an "intuitive" and general batting strategy. We show that the general batting strategy is a more competitive baseline performance measure than an intuitive batting strategy. This intuitive batting strategy selects the action Swing at states {1, 0}, {2, 0}, {3, 0}, {2, 1}, {3, 1}, and Stand in states {0, 0}, {1, 1}, {1, 2}, {2, 2}, {3, 2}, {0, 1}, {0, 2}. In other words, the intuitive batting strategy reflects the intuition that the batter should only swing in a batter's count; 3 we show that these types of batting strategies are inferior to statistically computed ones, such as the general batting strategy.
After performing Policy Evaluation for both batting strategies, we observed that the general batting strategy outperformed the intuitive batting strategy 146 out of 150 times. The general batting strategy's dominant performance justifies its selection as the competitive baseline performance measure. Thus, we cannot assume that the pitcher-specific batting strategy will perform better than, or even equal to, the general batting strategy when performing Policy Evaluation on the respective pitcher's test data.
Since each pitcher's "best pitch(es)" can vary, it follows that the probability distributions over future states from the current state will also vary, especially in states with a batter's count. This is a consequence of the uniqueness of each pitcher's behaviour, which is reflected through their pitch selection at each state in the at-bat, and thereby quantified in their respective transition probabilities. This is personified by R. A. Dickey, as he only has one "best pitch" (knuckleball) and throws other pitch types to make his behaviour less predictable. Thus, when Dickey's knuckleball is ineffective, an optimal policy will recommend swinging at every nonknuckle pitch, as it is computed over data that shows an improved outcome for the batter. In contrast, pitchers that consistently throw more than one pitch type for strikes, such as Roy Halladay, are more difficult to exploit via the pitcher-specific batting strategy because the improved outcome in swinging at their "weaker" pitches is marginal in comparison to pitchers that consistently throw fewer pitch types for strikes. Given that the pitcher-specific and general batting strategies are computed over different populations, 4 and each at-bat contains information about the respective pitcher's behaviour, it follows that pitchers are not equally susceptible to being exploited in an empirical setting.
If the pitcher-specific batting strategy performs equal to the general batting strategy, the competitiveness/dominance of the latter over intuitivelyconstructed batting strategies ensures that the respective pitcher is still exploited because the intuitive batting strategy can be viewed as the standard strategy that is employed in baseball. Let π i be the intuitive batting strategy and assume that the pitcher-specific batting strategy performs equal to the general batting strategy. By transitivity, J π g ({0, 0}) ≫ J π i ({0, 0}), and
3. Spatial component. A spatial component is introduced to highlight the utility of the exploited pitchers' pitcher-specific batting strategies. The spatial component associates the pitch-type based on the respective pitch's spatial trajectory, where this trajectory is parameterized specifically to the batter being simulated. Thus, the spatial component predicts the pitch-type for the batter-parameterized spatial trajectory given as input. This allows us to simulate a batter's performance when they use the exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy against the respective pitcher (see Figure 9) .
The spatial information for each pitch contains the three-dimensional acceleration, velocity, starting and ending positions. This information is obtained from the MLB GameDay system after it fits a quadratic polynomial to 27 instantaneous images representing the pitch's spatial trajectory. These pictures are taken by cameras on opposite sides of the field. The MLB GameDay system therefore performs a quadratic fit to the trajectory data.
There are two problems with this fit. First, acceleration is assumed to be constant, which is certainly not true. Second, there exists a near-perfect correlation between variables obtained from the fit (such as velocity and the end location of a pitch) and the independent variable (acceleration) used to produce this fit. Figure 8 displays pitch locations along with predicted values from regression with velocity or acceleration as predictors and location as the response.
We see that the quadratic fit severely limits the use of each pitch's spatial trajectory. To address this limitation, we use the instantaneous positions of every pitch trajectory to predict the pitch type.
3.1. Batter-parameterized pitch identification. We add α-scaled noise, where α is a batter-specific parameter, to the original spatial trajectory of each pitch to represent the respective batter's believed trajectories. This is achieved by first drawing independent, identically distributed noise from the uniform distribution on the [−1, 1] interval, which is then multiplied by the parameter α, and finally added to the m evenly-spaced, three-dimensional, instantaneous positions of the original (true) pitch trajectory. For the batter's believed trajectories to accurately represent their pitchidentification ability, α is defined as the number of strikeouts divided by the number of plate appearances on the same year which the batting strategy is computed on. Only considering strikeouts is justified by the fact that any recorded out from putting the ball in play implies that a player identified the ball accurately enough to achieve contact. In contrast, a batter that strikes out either failed to identify the pitch as a strike or failed to establish contact with the ball. Thus, adding α-scaled noise to original trajectory reproduces a batter's believed trajectory. Fig. 9 . Illustrating our spatial model, where α is parameterized according to the batter, Ktraining denotes the number of pitches in the respective pitcher's training data, and 300 represents the m = 100 three-dimensional points that describe the pitch trajectory. Here, the Learner is a quadratic kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM).
The training data's true trajectories are given as input to a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Vapnik (1998) , Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman (2009) ] with a quadratic kernel, where each trajectory's m = 100 three-dimensional instantaneous positions form a single data point that has an associated pitchtype. The SVM algorithm then computes a spatial classifier, which is composed of coefficients β = [β 0 , . . . , β 300 ], that best separates the training data's original trajectories according to pitch-type, usually with high accuracy. 5 The spatial classifier allows pitch-type identification to be standardized across batters, because the respective batter's believed trajectory is only identified as the correct pitch-type if it is similar to the original trajectory. If the believed trajectory differs enough from the original trajectory, it will be identified as the incorrect pitch-type; this is reflective of players with higher α values that strike out often. We can therefore view the spatial classifier as an oracle.
Methods and evaluation.
4.1. Strategic component. For our evaluation, we use 3 years of pitchby-pitch data for 25 elite 6 pitchers, as shown in Table 1 . We evaluated the batting strategies performance for all six unique combinations of the training and test data, which gave a total of 25 × 6 = 150 pitcher-specific batting strategies. The data was obtained from MLB's GameDay system, which provided three complete seasons of pitching data, containing the pitch outcome, pitch-type, number of balls and strikes, and the batter's actions. The technical details of the data collection and formatting process, which is necessary before applying the Reinforcement Learning algorithms, are provided in the supplement [Sidhu and Caffo (2014) ].
Initially the general batting strategy was trained over all pitchers data for the respective season, where it was observed that the general batting strategy outperformed the pitcher-specific batting strategies on the respective season by a significant margin. In other words, training the general batting strategy over all of the pitchers' annual data led to invalidation of the hypothesis, regardless of whether pitchers were equally exploitable. Given that the general batting strategy was trained over a much larger data set than the pitcher-specific batting strategy, we sought a way to standardize the training data used to compute the general batting strategy, which is described in the following paragraph. We acknowledge that in real-world settings, each of the batting strategies should be trained over all available information, as this information improves the resolution and precision of the probability estimates exploited by the batting strategy. The size of the general batting strategy's training data is approximately equal to the average number of pitches thrown by the 25 pitchers in the respective season, where every pitcher's at-bats in this data set were randomly sampled from all of their at-bats for the respective season. To ensure the general batting strategy's training data is representative of all pitchers' data for the respective season, sampling terminates after adding an at-bat for which the total number of pitches exceeds the proportion of pitches that should be contributed by the pitcher. For example, Roy Halladay threw 3319 pitches in 2009, and all 25 pitchers threw a total of 80,879 pitches. Roy Halladay therefore contributes ⌈0.04103 × 3235.16⌉ = 133 pitches to the data set. Repeating this process for all 25 pitchers 2009 data gives a data set comprised of 3276 pitches.
To address the possibility that the aggregate data sample contains unrepresentative at-bats for pitcher(s), which would misrepresent the performance of the general batting strategy, the aggregate data sample was independently constructed 10 times, where the general batting strategy was computed against each of the 10 (training) data samples. Thus, the general batting strategy performance is the average over the 10 general batting strategies' expected rewards on the test data.
We evaluate the hypothesis under two different assumptions: all pitchers are equally susceptible to being exploited, and all pitchers are not equally susceptible to being exploited, where we believe the latter assumption is more relevant to the real-world setting (see Section 2.4 for our explanation). The null hypothesis is the same under either assumption, but the alternative hypothesis H 1 is slightly different:
The pitcher-specific and general batting strategy are equally likely to exploit the respective pitcher.
H 1 : p > 1 2 . The pitcher-specific batting strategy will perform: strictly better than the general batting strategy more than 50% of the time (assuming that pitchers are equally exploitable). better than or equal to the general batting strategy more than 50% of the time (assuming that pitchers are not equally exploitable).
For both hypotheses, the p-value calculation is given by
where M is the number of pitcher-specific batting strategies that exploit the respective pitcher(s). Under the assumption that the pitchers are equally exploitable, H 0 could not be rejected; when assuming that pitchers are not equally exploitable, H 0 was rejected only for the CRLIB model (P (X > M ) = 3e-2, M = 87).
When Policy Evaluation is performed on the pitcher-specific or general batting strategy, the pitch-type thrown at the current pitch count is given before selecting the batting action. It follows that Policy Evaluation implicitly assumes that the pitch-types are always identified correctly. This was a desirable assumption because it only considers the strategic aspect of the at-bat when calculating the expected rewards for the respective strategy. It follows that the hypothesis evaluation is completely independent of the batters used in the evaluation.
Simulating batting strategies with the spatial component.
We define the chance threshold as the proportion of the majority pitch-type thrown in the training data, which serves as a baseline for a batter's pitch-type identification ability. We only simulate batters whose believed trajectories from the test data are classified with an accuracy above the chance threshold. This stipulation reflects our requirement that a batter must be able to identify pitch-types better than guessing the majority pitch-type. Table 2 provides the classification accuracies for the batters included in our simulation.
We use the spatial component to evaluate twenty prominent batters. Among these batters, ten are considered elite and ten are considered to be nonelite. We simulate each batter's performance against an exploited pitcher when using the respective pitcher-specific batting strategy. For every at-bat that is simulated, the spatial component first predicts the pitch-type using the respective batter's believed trajectory. Then, this predicted pitch-type is used with the current state to select the appropriate action from the pitcher-specific batting strategy; see Figure 10 .
After identifying the pitch-type and selecting the batting action, the conditional distribution over the future states in the at-bat becomes determined. We assign the future states "bin" lengths that are equal to the probability of transitioning to their respective states, where each bin is a disjoint subinterval on [0,1]. We then generate a random value from the uniform distribution on the [0,1] interval and select the future state whose subinterval contains this random value. To ensure that the performance of the batter versus pitcher is representative of each state's distribution over future states, every at-bat is simulated 100 times.
Results.

Strategic component.
The number of pitcher-specific batting strategies that exploited the respective pitcher are given in Table 3 . The raw results for SRLIB/CRLIB are given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
It is apparent that no relationship exists between the performance of the pitcher-specific batting strategy and the train/test dataset pair that it was Fig. 10 . Illustrating the simulation for a batter using an exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy. The spatial classifier's predicted pitch-type is used to select the row that contains the batting actions for the respective pitch-type, and the current pitch count is used to select the batting action for this pitch-type.
computed and evaluated on. This shows that the exploited pitchers' pitcherspecific batting strategies do not rely on seasonal statistics from either the training or test data. Instead, these batting strategies rely on the pitcher's decision-making, which is presumably reflected through the pitcher's pitch selection at each pitch count. It follows that these characteristics are not reflected in the respective pitcher's seasonal statistics.
The inclusion of pitch-types in the CRLIB model resulted in a larger number of exploited pitchers than SRLIB. This suggests the degree to which a pitcher's pitch selection is influenced by the pitch count. We use the spatial component to simulate the batter's performance against an exploited pitcher when using the pitcher-specific batting strategy, which illustrates utility of these batting strategies in actual players' decision-making. Table 5 Values obtained from CRLIB after training on one year of data and testing on another. Superscripts π p , π g denote the expected reward from the {0, 0} state when following the pitcher-specific or general batting strategy. The bolded pitcher-specific batting strategies are batting strategies that exploit the respective pitcher on the respective training and test dataset pair 
Potential limitations: Strategic component.
The reward function gives a higher reward for a single than a walk, reflecting the idea that a batter should not be indifferent between a walk and a single. This is because a single advances baserunners that are not on first base, whereas a walk does not. We acknowledge that there are cases, such as when there are no baserunners or one baserunner on first base, where a single should be considered equivalent to a walk. However, it is desirable to compute a batting strategy that maximizes a batter's expectation of reaching base while also trying to win the game; advancing runners is critical to winning in baseball. In contrast, the slugging percentage (SLG) calculation can be interpreted as a reward function that quantifies the batter's preference of a single, double, triple and home run as 1, 2, 3 and 4, while ignoring walks. Given that the On-base Plus Slugging (OPS) metric is often used to measure a player's ability, but does not consider walks and hits as a function of the batting action, it was felt that the reward function used in the study must address this shortcoming by giving a reward of 1 for a walk; by doing so, all outcomes are considered by the same reward function, where the lowest nonzero reward is a walk, which addresses the shortcomings of OPS.
It is possible that performance can be improved by tuning the reward function through Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) [Abbeel and Ng (2004) ], which can recover the optimal reward function. One caveat with IRL, however, is that it requires a near-optimal policy to recover the optimal reward function, which suggests that a good reward function is first required to develop a near-optimal policy. We therefore see an interdependence between the optimal policy and reward function, where addressing this interdependence is a focal point of Reinforcement Learning research.
Under the assumption that all pitchers are not equally exploitable, the results show that strategizing against a specific pitcher is statistically better than strategizing against a group of the pitchers more than 50% of the time; assuming that pitchers are equally susceptible to being exploited by either strategy, the hypothesis was rejected. However, we argue the statistically significant result under the assumption of unequal susceptibility is stronger because each pitcher has unique behaviour that is reflected in the transition probabilities in each state of the at-bat (see Section 2.4 for further information). Given that only two fewer pitchers are exploited under the assumption that pitchers are equally susceptible to being exploited, which resulted in rejection of our hypothesis, it is possible that evaluating the hypothesis over a larger number of pitchers would result in a nonrejection under both assumptions with the CRLIB model. Important parts of the data provided by MLB's GameDay system were incomplete. There were cases where the at-bat's pitch sequence consisted of one (or more) pitches that did not have a pitch-type. For the 610,130 at-bats in the database, there were 32,632 pitches concluded for the at-bat without providing the pitch-type. This was detrimental to CRLIB because the last pitch of an at-bat determined the terminal state, and the pitch-type determines the state being transitioned from. We therefore skipped over pitches with missing pitch-types and simply incremented the pitch count by observing whether the unlabeled pitch was a ball or strike. We also observed that the 2008 season of data contained many more pitch-types than the 2009 and 2010 seasons for the same pitcher, which suggested that the GameDay system data was maturing in its initial years; it's feasible that future work using newer data will report even better results than those in this article.
Using the four generalized pitch-types mentioned in Section 2.2.2 may have a large impact on our results. However, there are 15 different pitch-types in the GameDay system, and it is unreasonable to give CRLIB 15 × 12 + 6 states due to issues that would arise with data sparsity, as we did not want to use any sampling techniques.
A potential criticism of our batting strategy evaluations is that they are evaluated over an entire season of data. We emphasize the fact that we are not assuming that a pitcher does not adjust to the pitcher-specific batting strategy. After initially using the pitcher-specific batting strategy in the real world, we update the strategy using online learning algorithms, such as State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA) [Sutton and Barto (1998) ]. Online learning algorithms update and recompute the pitcher-specific batting strategy using the pitch-by-pitch data after the pitcher adjusts to being exploited by the initial batting strategy. We use a season of pitch-by-pitch data to show the potential of our approach when the pitcher does not know they are being exploited. Training and testing our model over two different seasons of pitch-by-pitch data for the same pitcher shows that the pitcherspecific batting strategy's performance is not a consequence of luck.
Potential limitations:
Simulating batting strategies with spatial component. Readers may argue that assuming the batter can hit the pitch if it is identified correctly is not representative of the at-bat setting. However, we are simulating the at-bat setting in a probabilistic manner, which means that there is no guarantee that the batting action will yield a fortuitous outcome. This is because batters reach base less than being out over an entire season, and this is reflected by the large probability of the out state.
We do not consider predicting the end location of pitches because there are two assumptions that we do not agree with: we are assuming that the pitch-type and current state are related to a pitch's end location, and we are assuming that the pitch's end location is related to the pitch-type, neither of which are true. In the real world, batters rarely know where the pitch is going. Instead, they rely on identifying the pitch-type prior to making the choice of swinging or not. The limitations of the spatial component stem from the absence of the raw spatial information for each pitch.
Another issue some may have with the spatial component is that, in conjunction with an exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy, our model fails to produce walks in all but one case. The lack of walks is a result of CRLIB's pitcher-specific strategy suggesting that the batters swing in pitch counts where there are three balls. Swinging at pitch counts with three balls maximizes the batter's expectation because pitchers do not want to walk the batter. We mentioned that our model puts a higher priority on advancing baserunners, and it is possible that this prioritization decreased the OBP and AVG statistics. This decrease is explained by the fact that the batters are swinging in states with large expected rewards, which can only be reached with a base hit.
Additionally, the actual number of pitches thrown in the at-bat may be a limitation on achieving walks in our simulation. For example, assume that the actual 2009 data shows that the batter chose to swing in a certain pitch count, and this swing led to them being out. Let us also assume that exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy selects the batting action "stand." If this pitch is not thrown for a strike, the at-bat is incomplete because there are no more pitches left. A similar limitation that arises is when the batter identifies a pitch at the respective pitch count in the test data, but the training data did not contain a case with this pitch count and pitch-type. For example, the batter identifies the pitch as a fastball in a {3, 0} count, but the training data only contained curveballs being thrown from the {3, 0} count. In either of these situations, we skip the at-bat. 7 These examples illustrate how real-world data can be limiting on a simulation. 5.3.3. Reinforcement Learning in football. Patek and Bertsekas (1996) used Reinforcement Learning to simulate the offensive play calling for a simplified version of American Football. They computed an optimal policy for the offensive team by giving generated sample data (that was representative of typical play) as input to their model.
The optimal policy suggested running, passing and running plays when the distance from line of scrimmage and "our" own goal line was between 1 and 65 yards, 66 yards and 94 yards, and 95 and 100 (touchdown) yards. The optimal policy produced an expected reward of −0.9449 points when starting from the twenty yard line. This meant that if the "our" team received the ball at the twenty yard line every time, they would lose the game. It is possible that the result could have produced a positive expected reward if real-world data was used, but this data was not available at the time.
The appealing property of Reinforcement Learning is that it allows the evaluation of arbitrary strategies given as input to the Policy Evaluation algorithm. One strategy that was reflective of good play-calling in football produced a slightly worse expected reward (−1.27 points) than the optimal policy. Considering that this strategy was intuitive, manually constructed and did not perform much worse than the optimal strategy, Reinforcement Learning provides a platform for investigating the strategic aspects in sports. After all, every team's goal is to devise a strategy that maximizes the team's opportunity to win the game. Reinforcement Learning's applicability to baseball is tantalizing because team performance depends on individual performance. The distinguishing aspect of Reinforcement Learning in baseball (from football) is the scope of the strategy: in football, a policy reflective of "good" play-calling does not change significantly with the opponent. In baseball, the batting strategy changes significantly with the opponent, as the batting strategy is pitcherspecific. Using an exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy against the respective pitcher should increase the team's opportunity of winning the game, as it increases the batter's expectation of reaching base.
6. Conclusion. This article shows how Reinforcement Learning algorithms [Patek and Bertsekas (1996) , Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) , Sutton and Barto (1998) ] can be applied to Markov Decision Processes [Lawler (2006) ] to statistically analyze baseball's at-bat setting. With the wealth of information provided at the pitch-by-pitch level, evaluating a player's decisionmaking ability is no longer unrealistic.
Earlier work alluded to the amount of information contained in real-world baseball data being a limiting factor for analysis [Bukiet, Harold and Palacios (1997) and Cover and Keilers (1977) ]. Noting this, what is particularly impressive about CRLIB's statistically significant result, which is produced under the assumption that pitchers are not equally susceptible to being exploited (See Section 5.3.1), is that each pitcher-specific batting strategy was computed using a few thousand samples. In many previous baseball articles, authors have used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques to produce a sufficient number of samples to test their model [Albert (1994) , Jensen, Shirley and Wyner (2009), Reich et al. (2006) ]. Currently, this is the only model that uses only the real-world pitch-by-pitch data to produce a result that is both intuitive and supported with algorithmic statistics.
Baseball has a rich history of elite batters making decisions that nonelite batters cannot. This is exemplified by Vladimir Guerrero, a future firstballot hall of fame "bad-ball hitter," swinging at a pitch that bounced off the dirt for a base hit during an MLB game. It is therefore possible that elite players do not benefit from an exploited pitcher's pitcher-specific batting strategy because they make instinctual decisions. Given that the nonelite batters' simulated statistics are superior to their actual statistics, using the exploited pitchers' pitcher-specific batting strategies would be incredibly useful in a real MLB game. We feel that modeling the at-bat setting as a Markov Decision Process to statistically analyze baseball players' decisionmaking will change talent evaluation at the professional level.
APPENDIX: BASEBALL DEFINITIONS
A Plate Appearance (PA) is when the batter has completed their turn batting. An at-bat (AB) is when a player takes their turn to bat against the opposition's pitcher. Unlike Plate Appearances, at-bats do not include sacrifice flies, walks, being hit by a pitch or interference by a catcher. A Hit (H ) is when a player reaches base by putting the ball into play. A Walk (BB) is when a player reaches base on four balls thrown by the pitcher. The [pitch] count is the current "state" of the at-bat. This is quantified by the number of balls and strikes, denoted by B and S, respectively, thrown by the pitcher. This is numerically represented as B-S, where 0 ≤ B ≤ 4, 0 ≤ S ≤ 3 and B, S ∈ Z + , where Z + is the set of positive integers. Note that an at-bat has ended if any one of the conditions is true:
• (B = 4) ∩ (S < 3) (referred to as a walk) • (B < 4) ∩ (S = 3) (a strikeout) • (B < 4) ∩ (S < 3) and the batter hit the ball inside the field of play.
This results in two disjoint outcomes for the batter: out or hit. There is a special other case we mention below.
A Foul is when a player hits the ball outside the field of play. If S < 2, then the foul is counted as a strike. When S = 2 and the next pitch results in a foul, then S = 2. That is, if a ball is hit for a foul with two strikes, the count remains at two strikes. However, if a foul ball is caught by an opposing player before it hits the ground, the batter is out regardless of the count. A Batter's count is defined as a pitch count that favors the batter-that is, the number of balls are greater than the number of strikes (exception of the 3-2 count, which is referred to as a full count Dr. Leo Breiman (1928 -2005 , whose fiery and objective writing style allowed the Statistical learning community to garner recognition. This work would not have been considered statistics without Dr. Breiman's Statistical Science article that delineated algorithmic and classical statistical methods. Big thanks to Dr. Michael Bowling (University of Alberta) for both supervising and mentoring this project in its infancy, Dr. Brian Caffo for selflessly senior-authoring this paper, and Dr. Paddock, the Associate editor and reviewers for providing helpful comments. Last, thanks to Lauren Styles for assisting in marginalizing my posterior distribution.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplement to "MONEYBaRL: Exploiting pitcher decision-making using Reinforcement Learning" (DOI: 10.1214/13-AOAS712SUPP; .pdf). A highlevel overview of the technical details of the implementation used in this article.
